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The quiet life of the Yorkshire countryside is shattered by a brutal murder and the shocking

revelations unearthed by Scotland Yard investigators Barbara Havers and Thomas Lynsley. Read

by Derek Jacobi. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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"Who knows what darkness lies in the hearts of men? Only the Shadow knows." That opening from

the old radio show came to mind as I reread this book about the almost unspeakable evils that

people do to one another.First published in 1988, A Great Deliverance is the first book in the

distinguished series featuring Inspector Thomas Lynley and Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers,

the English detective duo who have delighted so many readers since then. I first read this book

many years ago and was impressed at the time by the careful character development. Little did I

know that that character development would make the subsequent series such a remarkable

delight. Rereading the book now, I must say that I don't remember a first book in a detective series

that did nearly so much to establish the backgrounds, thought processes, influences and loves of

the lead characters. I'm much more impressed than the first time.As the story opens, Father Hart is

on a pilgrimage to Scotland Yard to help heal a rift among those who have been investigating the

beheading of a local farmer. While most detectives would feel that finding the farmer's daughter,

Roberta Teys, next to the body as she confesses that she's guilty would be enough evidence,

Father Hart believes that Roberta is innocent. Thus, Scotland Yard enters the case. Havers is

dispatched to haul Lynley back from a wedding he's attending, and the reader is soon enmeshed in

"what might have been" thoughts concerning the lives of both Lynley and Havers.Lynley is the

golden boy, the eighth earl of Asherton, who doesn't even need to work . . . but who sees work as



his obligation. Havers is a loose cannon of emotions, instincts and prejudice . . .
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